In optical networks regenerators have to be placed on lightpaths every d nodes in order to regenerate the signal. In addition, grooming enables the use of the same regenerator by several lightpaths. Up to g (the grooming factor) lightpaths can use the same regenerator. In this work we consider the problem of minimizing the number of regenerators used in traffic grooming in optical networks. Starting from the 4-approximation algorithm of [10] for d = 1 and a path topology, we provide an approximation algorithm with the same approximation ratio for d = 1 and the ring and tree topologies. We present also a technique based on matching that leads to the same approximation ratio in tree topology and can be used to obtain approximation algorithms in other topologies. We provide an approximation algorithm for general topology that uses this technique. Finally, all the results are extended to the case of general d.
Introduction
In modern optical networks, high-speed signals are sent through optical fibers using WDM (Wavelength Division Multiplexing) technology. Currently deployed networks carry around 80 wavelengths per fiber, whereas networks with a few hundreds wavelengths per fiber are being used in testbeds. The decrease in the energy of the signal with the traveled distance raises the requirement of optical amplifiers at every (almost) fixed distance. However, optical amplifiers introduce noise into the signal, thus after a certain number of amplifications, the optical signal needs to be regenerated. In the current technology, the signal is regenerated by first using a ROADM (Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer) to extract a set of wavelengths from the optical fiber. Then, for each extracted wavelength, an optical regenerator is needed to regenerate the signal carried by that wavelength. That is, at a given optical node, one needs as many regenerators as wavelengths one wants to regenerate.
Nowadays the cost of a regenerator is considerably higher than the cost of an ROADM. Moreover, as described above, the regenerator cost is per wavelength, as opposed to ROADM cost that is payed once per several wavelengths. Therefore the total number of regenerators is an important cost parameter to be minimized [14] . Another possible criterion is to minimize the number of locations (that is, the number of nodes) in which optical regenerators are placed. This measure is the one assumed in [9] , which makes sense when the dominant part of the cost is the set-up of new optical nodes, or when the equipment to be placed at each node is the same for all nodes. In this work we consider the total number of regenerators as the cost function.
A logical path formed by a signal traveling from its source to its destination using a unique wavelength is termed a lightpath. Let d be the maximum number of hops a lightpath can make without meeting a regenerator. Then, for each lightpath ℓ, we need to place one regenerator every d consecutive vertices in ℓ, to get an optimal solution. However the problem becomes harder when the traffic grooming comes into the picture.
Traffic grooming: The network usually supports traffic that is at rates which are lower than the full wavelength capacity, and therefore the network operator has to be able to put together (= groom) low-capacity connections into the high capacity lightpaths. In graph-theoretic terms, we associate a path in the graph with each connection, and the problem can viewed as assigning wavelengths to these paths so that at most g of them using the same wavelength (g being the grooming factor) can share one edge. Thus, all paths (i.e. connections) that get the same color (i.e., the same wavelength) and form a connected subgraph correspond to grooming of these connections into one lightpath.
Related Work
Various variants of regenerator placement problems were studied in [4, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19] . Most of these results concentrate in heuristics and simulations and do not consider traffic grooming.
In [9] theoretical results (upper bounds and lower bounds) are presented for some variants of this problem. This work considers the number of regenerator locations (as opposed to the total number of regenerators) as the cost measure, and does not consider traffic grooming. On the other hand, [14] uses the same cost measure of this paper but still does not consider traffic grooming.
The problem we study is shown to be NP-hard in other contexts such as fiber minimization in [17] and its NP-hardness is also implied by the proof of a similar result in [11] holding even for path topology and g = 2.
When the underlying graph is a path the problem is equivalent to a machine scheduling problem studied in [10] . In particular, the path topology corresponds to a timeline in which every node is an instant; each path corresponds to a job starting at the instant corresponding to its leftmost node and ending to the instant corresponding to its rightmost node; g is the maximum number of jobs a processor can execute at the same time. Such a scheduling problem aims at minimizing the sum of the computation time of all the machines, provided that an unbounded number of machines is available. Several approximation algorithms are presented in [10] for this scheduling problem and its special cases. In the literature, two different scenarios have been studied, depending on whether or not it is allowed to split the paths in order, for instance, to reduce the number of used wavelengths or the cost of hardware components. In particular, [1, 3] assume that no splitting is allowed, while [2] allows to split paths and [12] considers both scenarios.
Our Contribution
In this work we consider the traffic grooming problem to minimize the number of regenerators used. We first consider the case d = 1, i.e. the case that a regenerator has to be placed at every internal node of every lightpath, and then we extend all the results to general d. Our starting point is a 4-approximation algorithm of [10] that solves a closely related problem for a path topology and d = 1. We prove that the same algorithm can be used for our problem and show that, always for d = 1, it has the same approximation ratio not only for path topology, but also for ring topology. We present a greedy 4-approximation algorithm for tree networks. We also show a general technique using matchings that can lead to approximation algorithms in other topologies. We use this technique and show an ⌊ L+7 2 ⌋-approximation algorithm for general topology and d = 1, where L is the maximum load (i.e. number of paths that share a common edge) in the input.
In Section 2 we present preliminary results and definitions, including the above mentioned algorithm for path networks and extension of its analysis to the case of ring topology. In Section 3 we present an algorithm with the same performance for tree topology. In Section 4 we present the matching technique and its use for general topologies. In all the above mentioned sections we always consider the case d = 1; in Section 5, apart from summarizing the results and suggesting open research directions, we extend all the results to general d.
Preliminaries

Definitions and Problem Statement
Until Section 5, in which the results will be extended to any d, we deal with the case d = 1.
We will consider instances (G, P, g) where G = (V, E) is a graph modeling the optical network, P is a set of simple paths in G, g ∈ N + ∪ {∞} is the grooming factor.
A coloring (or wavelength assignment) of (G, P ) is a function w : P → N. For a coloring w and color λ, P w λ is the subset of paths from P colored λ by w, i.e. P w λ def = {P ∈ P|w(P ) = λ}. When there is no ambiguity on the coloring w under consideration, we omit the superscript w and use P λ .
For a node v, P v denotes the subset of paths of P having v as an intermediate node, and similarly for an edge e, P e denotes the subset of paths of P using the edge e. For every e ∈ E we define load(P, e) def = |P e | and load(P) def = max e∈E load(P, e). A valid coloring (or wavelength assignment) w of (G, P, g, d) is a coloring of P in which for any edge e at most g paths using e are colored with the same color, i.e. for every color λ we have load(P w λ ) ≤ g. We denote by IN T (P ) the set of intermediate nodes, i.e. of all the nodes not being endpoints, of a path P in G, and int(P ) def = |IN T (P )|. For a set P of paths we define
A set of paths is called a no-split instance or shortly an NSI if the union of its paths (as sets of edges) induces a graph of maximum degree at most 2. Since in this paper we assume (as [1, 3, 12] do) that splitting paths is not allowed, paths using the same wavelength and going through the same edge of the network can be routed only to another unique edge, and therefore every set of paths with the same color has to be an NSI.
The number of regenerators operating at wavelength λ is span(P w λ ); in fact, at each node being an intermediate node of some path in P w λ a regenerator operating at this wavelength is needed.
We are now ready to give a formal definition of our problem.
Total Regenerators with Grooming (Trg)
Input: A triple (G, P, g), where G = (V, E) is a graph, P = {P 1 , P 2 , ..., P n } is a set of simple paths in G, and g is an integer, namely the grooming factor. Output: A valid coloring w : P → N of the paths such that, for every λ, P λ is an NSI (we will refer to the latter condition as the no splitting condition thorough this work).
Objective: The cost of a solution is given by the total number of regenerators REG w def
The goal is to minimize the total number of regenerators REG w .
OP T (G, P, g) denotes the cost of any optimal coloring and ALG(G, P, g) denotes the cost of the coloring returned by some algorithm ALG on instance (G, P, g). As the cost function depends only on the partition of the paths induced by the coloring, with some abuse of notation, a coloring w denotes also the equivalence class of colorings that induce the same partition as w.
Lower Bounds
We have the following trivial lower bounds for the cost of any coloring w, in particular for an optimal coloring.
• The grooming bound:
• The span bound: REG w ≥ span(P).
The grooming bound holds because a regenerator can be used by a maximum of g intermediate nodes of paths. The span bound holds because at least one regenerator is needed on any node that is an intermediate node of some path.
Path and Ring Networks
In this subsection we focus on ring and path networks. We adapt Theorem 2.1 in [10] to our problem and generalize it to the case of ring networks. Specifically, we show that the F irstF it algorithm presented in [10] is a 4-approximation algorithm for our problem. The proof goes along the same lines, and we bring it here for sake of completeness; the main difference is in Lemma 2, whose proof required modifications of the proof of the corresponding claim in [10] in order to assure correctness for the case of ring topology.
Notice that when G is a ring or a path, all subsets of P constitute an NSI. Algorithm F irstF it colors the paths greedily by considering them one after the other, from longest to shortest. Each path is assigned the lowest possible color for it.
Algorithm 1 F irstF it(G, P, g) with G being a path or a ring 1: Sort the paths in non-increasing order of length, i.e., int(P 1 ) ≥ int(P 2 ) ≥ . . . ≥ int(P n ). 2: Consider the paths by the above order and, for any path P j , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, assign to P j the first possible color λ that will not violate the load condition. Namely, find the minimum value λ ≥ 1 such that, for every edge e of P j , load(P λ , e) ≤ g − 1 and set w(P j ) ← λ.
The upper bound proof is based on the observation stated in the following lemma, and depicted in Figure 1 .
Lemma 1 Let w be the coloring returned by F irstF it. Let P be a path colored λ, i.e. P ∈ P w λ , for some λ ≥ 2. Then for any λ ′ < λ, (a) there is an edge e ∈ P such that load(P w λ ′ , e) = g, (b) each path P ′ ∈ P λ ′ ∩ P e is no shorter than P .
Proof: In order to prove property (a), assume by contradiction that for some λ ′ < λ and every edge e ∈ P , load(P w λ ′ , e) ≤ g − 1. Since the algorithm assigns colors to paths incrementally (i.e. it never un-colors paths), this condition should have held at the point F irstF it considered P for coloring. In this case, P should have been colored at most λ ′ by F irstF it, a contradiction to the fact that P is colored λ.
Property (b) follows from property (a) and the fact that the paths are considered by the algorithm in a non-increasing order of their lengths.
We use the property stated in Lemma 1 in order to show the following claim, which will be crucial in order to prove the desired result.
Lemma 2 Let W ≥ 1 be the number of colors used by w; for any
Proof:
For every path P ∈ P λ , we fix λ ′ = λ − 1 and choose arbitrarily an edge e of P among those whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1. Let b(P ) def = P λ−1 ∩ P e be the blocking paths of P . By Lemma 1, |b(P )| = g and len(b(P )) ≥ g · int(P ). Let P be the set of all blocking paths defined as above,
Now, we consider a blocking path P ′ ∈ P (see Figure 2 ). Consider the set of all paths in P λ blocked by P ′ . With a little abuse of notation we denote them by
It is in some path P ′′ ∈ P λ which is no longer than P ′ and intersects with P ′ , therefore there exists an intermediate node of P ′ which is at distance to v at most int(P ′′ ) ≤ int(P ′ ). As G is a path or a cycle the number of such nodes v is at most 3 · int(P ′ ). We conclude that
. Summing up for all the paths in P we get
Consider a node v ∈ SP AN (P λ ). It is an intermediate node of at least one path P ∈ P λ , which in turn is blocked by at least g paths of P. Therefore v ∈ SP AN (b −1 (P ′ )) for at least g paths P ′ of P, in other words v contributes at least g to the sum in the left hand side above. Thus we have
The following theorem, providing an upper bound to the approximation ratio of the F irstF it algorithm, and Lemma 3 follow from similar claims in [10] .
Theorem 1 If G is a path or a ring, then for any instance (G, P, g),
Proof: Combining the span bound and Lemma 2 we can now complete the analysis of the algorithm.
Let W ≥ 1 be the number of colors used by w, then
where the last inequality follows from the grooming bound.
Using the span bound, we have span(
Lemma 3 For any ǫ > 0, there are infinitely many instances (G, P, g) having arbitrarily large input sizes, such that F irstF it(G, P, g) > (3 − ǫ) · OP T (G, P, g).
Proof: Consider the instance (G, P, g) depicted in Figure 3 where m is a non-zero integer. For this instance an optimal solution uses one regenerator in each one of the nodes 1, ..., m, one regenerator in each node 2m + 1, ..., 3m, and g − 1 regenerators in the nodes m + 1, ..., 2m, for a total cost of m(g + 1). To see that this is an optimal solution, observe that this solution achieves the grooming bound tightly. In contrast as all the paths have the same length, they might be sorted in any order by the Step 1 of Algorithm F irstF it. If they happen to be sorted in the order shown in the figure from top to bottom, then F irstF it will use g regenerators in 1, ..., 3m for a total cost of 3mg = 3 g g+1 OP T (G, P, g). Choosing g sufficiently large we get F irstF it(G, P, g) > (3 − ǫ)OP T (G, P, g).
Combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 3, we finally get the following theorem. 
Tree Networks
In this section we present an optimal algorithm GreedyM atch for the case where the graph G is a tree and g = ∞. Combining this algorithm and algorithm F irstF it described in the previous section we obtain a 4-approximation algorithm for tree networks and any value of g.
G, P, ∞ instances
We first consider the special case of g = ∞, that will be useful in order to provide an approximation algorithm for general g. When g = ∞, any solution is a valid coloring. It remains to satisfy the no splitting condition. Therefore the problem becomes to partition P into no-split instances
Note that the span (lower) bound holds in this special case, i.e. OP T (G, P, ∞) ≥ span(P).
Since g = ∞, we can assume that there is no path P ∈ P completely included in another path P ′ ∈ P, because in this case we could remove P from the input. In any solution of the remaining instance P can be added to the NSI containing P ′ without increasing the cost. We introduce some additional notation.
• Two NSIs N and N ′ are said to be compatible if their union is also an NSI. We denote this fact as N ∼ N ′ . Otherwise they are said to be incompatible and denoted as N ≁ N ′ .
• The overlap of two NSIs N and
• Two NSIs N and N ′ are overlapping if ov(N , N ′ ) > 0.
• An NSI is said to be connected if the union of its paths (as sets of edges) induces a connected graph.
• We say that N ⊑ N ′ if ∪ P ∈N P ⊆ ∪ P ∈N ′ P .
Consider algorithm GreedyM atch; the following lemmata are needed for proving Theorem 3, in which it is shown that such an algorithm is optimal.
Lemma 4 Every two NSIs in an optimal solution of (G, P, ∞) are either nonoverlapping or incompatible.
Proof: Assume, by contradiction that there are two NSIs that are both compatible and overlapping. Then they can be joined to form one NSI, and decrease the cost of the solution by the size of their overlap.
Algorithm 2 GreedyM atch(G, P, ∞), G being a tree
N i ← ∅ 5: end while 6: while there exist two compatible and overlapping NSIs do 
Find two compatible NSIs
We note that at the beginning of the algorithm each sets N i consists of a single path, therefore connected. Moreover, since a new NSI is constructed by unifying two compatible and overlapping NSIs, this condition continues to hold at any point of the execution of Algorithm. Therefore, the following observation holds:
Observation 1 At any given point of the execution of Algorithm GreedyM atch the sets N i are connected.
Lemma 5 When the Algorithm GreedyM atch reaches Step 7, there are no inclusions.
Proof: Inclusions are eliminated at the beginning of the algorithm. Therefore the claim is correct for the first time the algorithm reaches Step 7. Consider the first time that the claim is falsified, i.e. there is an NSI included in another. This can only happen at Step 8 of the previous iteration. In this step the algorithm unifies two NSIs N i , N j . Assume that there is some N k such that N k ⊑ (N i ∪ N j ). As there were no inclusions before this step
Lemma 6 At any given point of the execution of Algorithm GreedyM atch, after Step 1, consider the partition {N 1 , N 2 , ...}. There is an optimal solution {N * 1 , N * 2 , ...} such that every N i is a subset of some N * i , or in other words the partition given by the algorithm is a refinement of the partition given by some optimal solution.
Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume that all the NSIs in an optimal solution of (G, P, ∞) are connected, because if we have a disconnected NSI N we can replace N with a connected NSI for each connected component of N . The claim is obviously true immediately after Step 1 of the algorithm. Assume by contradiction that the claim is false and consider the first time during the execution of the algorithm that it becomes false. This can happen only after execution of Step 8. N i and N j are overlapping and compatible, because they are chosen by the algorithm in Step 7. They are also connected by Observation 1. As the condition was true prior to the execution of Step 8, there is some optimal solution S * = {N 
, a contradiction to the way N i and N j are chosen by the algorithm. Given this observation we partition the set N * i into three sets N i , N ii and N ij such that the sets N i k spanning at least one edge of c − d (resp. a − b) are in N ii (resp. N ij ), the rest are divided arbitrarily. We do the same for N * j . Figure 4 : Proof of Lemma 6 N i , N ii , N ij are pairwise compatible, because they make part of N * i , and so are N j , N jj , and N ji . Moreover N ij ∼ N ji and N ii ∼ N jj , because the underlying graph is a tree and thus they can overlap only in the path b − c in which there cannot exist nodes with induced degree 3 or more.
We conclude the proof by case analysis. For each case we show how an optimal solution S ′ * can be built from S * such that N i and N j are contained in the same set of S ′ * , a contradiction to the assumption that the condition became false. Assume N ji ∼ N i :
• N ji ∼ N ii : In this case we can move N ii and N i into N * j without increasing the cost of the solution.
• N ji ≁ N ii : In this case there exists a node belonging to SP AN (N ji ) ∩ SP AN (N ii ) with induced degree more than 2, and such a node is necessarily beyond (in Figure 4 , at the right of) the node d, proving that SP AN (N ji ) contains the path c − d. Therefore we can move N i into N * j without increasing the cost of the solution.
After handling the case N ij ∼ N j symmetrically, it remains to handle the case N ji ≁ N i and N ij ≁ N j . If N ji and N ij are overlapping then we can repartition these six sets into two sets N ij ∪ N ji and N i ∪ N j ∪ N ii ∪ N jj without increasing the cost. Otherwise we build three sets N ij , N ji and N i ∪ N j ∪ N ii ∪ N jj without increasing the the cost.
We are now able to prove that Algorithm GreedyM atch is optimal.
Theorem 3 When Algorithm GreedyM atch ends, the solution {N 1 , N 2 , ...} is optimal.
Proof: By Lemma 6, the solution {N 1 , . . .} is a refinement of some optimal solution {N * 1 , N * 2 , . . .}. We claim that these partitions are equal. Assume, by contradiction that there is some set N * i containing at least two of the sets N i . These sets are pairwise non-overlapping because they are compatible and the algorithm stopped. Therefore N * i is not connected, a contradiction.
An approximation algorithm scheme for any graph G and any value of g
We propose the algorithm scheme Combined(A, (G, P, g)) for general graphs and any value of g, depending on a generic Algorithm A working for the specific case in which g = ∞.
Algorithm 3 Combined(A, (G, P, g)) 1: Partition P into NSIs N 1 , N 2 , ... using algorithm A computed on the corresponding (G, P, ∞) instance. 2: For each i, let G(N i ) be the graph induced by the paths of N i . Split N i into sets P i,1 , P i,2 , ... by solving the instance FirstFit(G(N i ), N i , g). 3: Assign each one of the sets P i,j a distinct color λ i,j .
Lemma 7 Given any g ≥ 1, if Algorithm A is a ρ-approximation algorithm for instance (G, P, ∞), then Algorithm Combined(A, (G, P, g)) is a (ρ + 3)-approximation algorithm for instance (G, P, g).
Proof: In order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, it is sufficient to notice that every N i is a no-split instance, thus satisfies the no splitting condition. Therefore any subset P i,j of it also satisfies the no splitting condition. Moreover, by the correctness of F irstF it the output is a valid coloring.
By Lemma 2, for any instance (SP AN (N i ), N i , g) and any color λ i,j we have span(P i,j+1 ) ≤ 3 g len(P i,j ). Therefore i≥1,j≥2
len(P i,j )
On the other hand
Combining we get
Combined(A, (G, P, g)) = i,j≥1 span(p i,j ) ≤ (ρ + 3) · OP T (G, P, g).
The approximation algorithm for tree networks
By combining Theorem 3 with Lemma 7, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4 Given any g ≥ 1, Algorithm Combined(GreedyM atch, (G, P, g)) is a 4-approximation algorithm when G is a tree network.
The following lemma and its proof exploit arguments similar to the ones used in Lemma 3.
Lemma 8 For any ǫ > 0, there are infinitely many instances (G, P, g) having arbitrarily large input sizes, such that Combined(GreedyM atch, (G, P, g)) > (3 − ǫ) · OP T (G, P, g), where G is a tree network.
Proof: Starting from the instance (G, P, g) depicted in Figure 3 , we consider a slightly different scenario in which the leftmost paths start from node 0 and end at node m + 2 (instead of m + 1); the central paths start from node m and end at node 2m + 2 (instead of 2m + 1) and finally the rightmost paths start from node 2m − 1 (instead of 2m) and end at node 3m + 1. Note that all the paths have the same length. It is easy to see that in this case GreedyM atchAlgorithm produces as input one NSI containing all the paths. Following the same arguments of Lemma 3, we argue that the optimal solution uses one regenerator in each one of the nodes 1, ..., m + 1, one regenerator in each node 2m, ..., 3m, and g − 1 regenerators in the nodes m + 1, ..., 2m + 1, for a total cost of m(g + 1) + g + 1. A solution of the F irstF it Algorithm (if it sorts paths in the order shown in Figure 3 from top to bottom) will use g regenerators in the nodes 1, ..., 3m for a total cost of 3mg = 3
OP T (G, P, g). Choosing g sufficiently large and m much greater than g we get Combined(GreedyM atch, (G, P, g)) > (3 − ǫ)OP T (G, P, g).
By combining Theorem 4 with Lemma 8 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 5
The approximation ratio of Combined(GreedyM atch) is between 3 and 4 in tree networks.
Beyond Tree Networks: a Matching Technique
In this section we present a new technique to approximate (G, P, ∞) instances in any topology. In particular, we show a general technique able to reduce an instance of the general network to instances of ring and path networks. Using such a technique, and exploiting a reduction of the problem to an instance of the Maximum Weighted Matching on an auxiliary graph, we present an approximation algorithm for the general topology.
The Endpoint Intersection Graph
In order to describe the matching technique, we need to define the edge-weighted endpoint intersection graph EIG(G,
.., one for each endpoint of a path P i ∈ P. There is an edge between two nodes v i,k , v j,k ′ (k, k ′ ∈ {1, 2} and i = j) if P i ∪ P j is either a path or a ring and P i ∩ P j contains a path in G with endpoints v i,k and v j,k ′ .
The weight function f : E ′ → N is defined as follows: f (v i,k , v j,k ′ ) is the length of the path between v i,k and v j,k ′ in the intersection, minus one. As usual, the weight of a set of edges is defined as the sum of the weights of its edges.
Definition 1 Given a solution w of (G, P, ∞), the endpoint matching EM (w) of w is defined as a matching of EIG(G, P) that is constructed as follows in polynomial time.
Let w be a solution of (G, P, ∞) and N an NSI of w. Assume without loss of generality that N is connected. By definition, ∪N is a connected subgraph H of G with maximum degree 2. Thus H is either a path or a cycle. Orient the edges of H arbitrarily in some common direction. Let the paths of N be numbered as P 1 , P 2 , ..., P l according to the order, in the chosen direction, of their starting nodes. Let without loss of generality these nodes be v 1,1 , v 2,1 , .... As the paths are inclusion-free, the order of the ending nodes in this direction is the same, namely v 1,2 , v 2,2 , ....
We distinguish between two cases:
• H is a path (upper part of Figure 5 ): For every two consecutive paths P i , P i+1 , their intersection is the segment of the path between v i,2 and
) is an edge of EIG(G, P), and the edges
) constitute a matching of EIG(G, P) with l − 1 edges.
• H is a cycle (lower part of Figure 5 ): This case is similar to the case of a path, except that in this case (v l,2 , v 1,1 ) is also an edge of EIG(G, P),
) constitutes a matching of EIG(G, P) with l edges.
A path Q induced by an NSI A cycle C induced by an NSI v 3,1 Figure 5 : Correspondence between feasible solutions of (G, P, ∞) and the matchings of EIG(G, P)
Lemma 9 For every solution w, REG w = len(P) − f (EM (w)).
Proof: Consider a connected NSI N of w that induces a path of G. Let without loss of generality N = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P l } in the chosen direction of the path, and assume that the endpoints of each paths are indexed by 1 and 2 in this direction. Letting EN D N be the set of all the endpoints of the paths in N , we obtain
The same result holds, similarly, when N induces a cycle. Summing up over all the NSIs of w, we get
Lemma 10 EM is a one-to-one function from the set of solutions of an (G, P, ∞) instance of Trg to the set of matchings of EIG(G, P). Moreover if G is a ring or tree, then EM is onto. The inverse (partial) function EM −1 can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof: Consider a matching M of EIG(G, P). Consider also the auxiliary edges (not belonging to the edge set of EIG(G, P)) M ′ = {{v i,1 , v i,2 } |P i ∈ P}. Every node has degree at most 1 with respect to the edges in M , and degree exactly 1 with respect to the edges in M ′ , thus degree at most 2 with respect to the edges in M ∪ M ′ . Therefore the connected components of the graph G ′ induced by the edge set M ∪ M ′ are (alternating) paths and cycles. Note that a path in G ′ ends with an auxiliary edge in M ′ (because a node with degree 1 has its only incident edge in M ′ ), thus has odd length; the cycles have even length. For each connected component C of G ′ we pick a distinct color λ(C). First assume that C is a path. Then C is of the form
for all i = 1, . . . , l. This corresponds to the sequence of paths N (C) = P i1 , . . . , P i l of P. We color these paths so that w(P i1 ) = · · · = w(P i l ) = λ(C). The case of the cycle is treated similarly.
The connectedness of a component C implies that N (C) is connected. If for every connected component C, N (C) constitutes an NSI then w is a solution of (G, P, ∞). Note that EM (w) = M . Moreover w is the only solution having this property. Thus EM is one-to-one and EM −1 (M ) = w. If G is a ring, then every subset of P and in particular every N (C) is an NSI, therefore w is a solution of (G, P, ∞), thus EM is onto. If G is a tree then for every N (C) = P i1 , ..., P i l , using the fact that N (C) is inclusion free, one can show by induction on l that N (C) is an NSI. We conclude in the same way, that EM is onto.
Since the problem of finding a maximum matching is polynomial time solvable [6] , it is worth noticing that, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, the following lemma provides another polynomial time algorithm finding an optimal solution for instances where G is a tree and g = ∞.
Algorithm 4 M axM atch(G, P, ∞) 1: Construct the weighted endpoint intersection graph EIG(G, P) of G and P with the weight function f . 2: Calculate a maximum weighted matching M M of EIG(G, P) with weights f .
Lemma 11 If G is a tree, then algorithm M axM atch runs in polynomial time and provides an optimal solution for any instance (G, P, ∞).
Algorithm for General Networks
Unfortunately, as shown in the following theorem, the problem for (G, P, ∞) instances, with G being a general network, is N P -hard. Therefore, an approximation algorithm for solving it has to be provided.
Theorem 6
The problem Trg for (G, P, ∞) instances, with G being a general network, is NP-hard.
Proof: In order to prove the N P -hardness, we provide a polynomial reduction from the T RIP ART problem, known to be N P -complete (see [5] ). An instance of the T RIP ART problem is a simple graph
The question is whether or not there is a partition of E
is not a multiple of 3, a partition does not exist and the answer is obviously NO).
From the above instance
. . , 3q + 1} and the edge set E is the minimal one containing all the paths of the instance, that are defined as follows.
Figure 6: The top (in dashed line) and the bottom (in solid line) paths corresponding to edge
For each edge e
, we add the following pair of paths (see Figure 6 ):
, where g(j, k) is j if edges e ′j and e ′k are consecutive in G ′ , and is the minimum between j and k otherwise, and h(j, k) is k if edges e ′j and e ′k are consecutive in G ′ , and is the maximum between j and k otherwise.
The following properties hold:
Property 1. The top path and the bottom path relative to each edge e ′j ∈ E ′ G ′ cannot be put in the same NSI, since otherwise nodes d j,1 and f j,3q+1 would have degree 3. Property 2. Any two (bottom or top) paths relative to non-consecutive edges e ′j and e ′k (j < k) of G ′ (overlapping on edge {e j,k , f j,k }) cannot be put in the same NSI, since otherwise nodes e j,k and f j,k would have degree 3.
Property 3. As it can be easily verified, the only nodes in which it is possible to save regenerators are the b nodes of V 1 .
In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that (i) if the answer to the T RIP ART problem is YES, then there exists a solution of the constructed (G, P, ∞) instance in which it is possible to save 6q regenerators and, conversely, (ii) if it is possible to save 6q regenerators in the constructed (G, P, ∞) instance, then the answer to the T RIP ART problem is YES. 
In order to prove (i), it is sufficient to notice that a triangle in
′ < i ′′ ) induces 6 paths in P that can be rearranged in 2 NSIs as follows (see Figure 7) : the top paths corresponding to edges {v It remains to prove (ii). First of all, Property 3 ensures that regenerators can be only saved at b nodes. By Property 2, only paths corresponding to edges of G ′ sharing a node can be put in the same NSI, and moreover, by Property 1, the two paths corresponding to the same edge cannot be put in the same NSI. Therefore, regenerators can be saved only by putting in the same NSI either x paths corresponding to edges of G ′ sharing a same node, or the 3 paths corresponding to a triangle in G ′ . In the first case, x − 1 regenerators are saved (
x regenerators per path), whereas in the second case 3 regenerators are saved (1 regenerator per path). Since in P there are 6q paths, if it is possible to save 6q regenerators, then all the savings have to be due to 2q NSIs each containing 3 paths and in which 1 regenerator per path is saved; therefore, since at most 2 different NSIs correspond to the same triangle of G ′ , q triangles have to be in G ′ and the claim follows. The following lemma provides an approximation algorithm for the (G, P, ∞) problem in general networks.
Lemma 12
For every matching M of EIG(G, P) we can find in polynomial time
Proof: We start as in the proof of Lemma 10. For any path and any cycle of M ∪ M ′ , let {e 1 , e 2 , . . .} be the edges of M in the considered path (resp. cycle). We obtain a matching M O ⊆ M (resp. M E ⊆ M ) by removing the edges with odd (resp. even) indices in {e 1 , e 2 , . . .}. This breaks such a path (resp. cycle) into sub-paths of length at most three, in other words into paths containing exactly one edge of M O (resp. M E ), which in turn corresponds to a sequence of at most two paths of P. Assume without loss of generality
It remains to show that each connected component of M ∪M O corresponds to an NSI. If such a component consists of one path, than it is an NSI, otherwise it consists of two paths with at least one edge of EIG(G, P) between their endpoints, therefore these two paths are compatible thus constitute an NSI.
Algorithm 5 M atchAndCut(G, P, ∞)
1: Construct the weighted endpoint intersection graph EIG(G, P) of G and P with the weight function f . 2: Calculate a maximum weighted matching M * of EIG(G, P) with weights f .
3:
Calculate the matching M of EIG(G, P) as described in proof of Lemma 12.
The following lemma relates the approximation ratio of a solution w for a (G, P, ∞) instance of Trg to the approximation ratio of EM (w) with respect to the maximum weighted matching problem.
Lemma 13 Let M be a ρ-approximation to the maximum weighted matching of
Proof: Let M * be a maximum weighted matching of EIG(G, P), and let w * be an optimal solution of (G, P, ∞). Let ρ ′ = 1/ρ, and let M be a matching satisfying our assumption, i.e. M = EM (w) and
Therefore,
where the second inequality follows because a regenerator can be exploited by at most load(P) paths and therefore REG * ≥ len(P) load(P) .
approximation algorithm for (G, P, g) instance of Trg.
Proof: By Lemma 12, M is a 2-approximation to the maximum matching 1 of EIG(G, P). Substituting ρ = 2 in Lemma 13, we get ρ ′′ = (1 + load(P))/2 as the approximation ratio of Algorithm M atchAndCut. Finally, by Lemma 7, we obtain the claim.
Extensions and Conclusion
In this paper we have studied an optimization problem in optical networks, that minimizes the use of regenerators when traffic grooming is exploited. Up to here, we have considered the case in which a regenerator has to be placed at every internal node of every lightpath (d = 1). Now we focus on the more general problem (G, P, g, d) that is defined as the problem (G, P, g) with the difference that d > 1 is the maximum number of hops a path can make without meeting a regenerator.
The following theorem allows to extend the results of the previous sections to the general case of any d > 1.
Theorem 8 Given a polynomial time ρ-approximation algorithm A for (G, P, g), for any d > 1, it is possible to obtain a polynomial time algorithm A ′ guaranteeing a 4 · ρ-approximation for (G, P, g, d).
Proof: Given a coloring w, we denote by N We now turn our attention to an instance of the (G, P, g, d) problem in which we can discard all the paths of length at most d, because they do not need any regenerator. Notice that a solution for (G, P, g, d) is not completely characterized by a coloring w (as in the d = 1 case), because it also has to specify where to put regenerators.
Let G(N ) = (V (N ), E(N )) be the graph corresponding to the NSI N , i.e. such that V (N ) = P ∈N {u,v}∈P {u, v} and E(N ) = P ∈N {u,v}∈P {{u, v}}. Without loss of generality, we consider NSIs N verifying the following property: the subgraph of G(N ) induced by the nodes in SP AN (N ) is connected. Notice that given an NSI N not satisfying such a property, we can easily split N into two or more NSIs N 1 , N 2 , . . . satisfying it such that span(N ) = i span(N i ). Note that |E(N )| ≥ span(N ).
In order to guarantee that d > 1 is the maximum number of hops a path traverses without meeting a regenerator, it must be that any edge in E(N ) is at distance at most d from a regenerator (we consider the edges incident to a node at distance 1 from it). Since a regenerator serves at most 2d edges (i.e. at most d edges on each direction) it follows that at least The main open problem is that of finding a better approximation algorithm for general topologies.
Another natural open problem is to discover the exact approximability of the problem. The problem is NP-complete already for g = 2 and networks with path topology. In this paper we have shown that the problem is in APX in tree networks. Determining whether the problem is in PTAS for these topologies and for particular cases is an open problem.
It would be also interesting to extend our result by considering more involved cost functions taking into account other switching parameters (e.g., the ADMsAdd-Drop-Multiplexers -used at the endpoints of the lightpath) or the possibility of splitting paths. Finally, studying the on-line version of the problem is an intriguing future research direction.
